A liquid material comprising hydrogen and oxygen is produced by electrolyzing an electrolysis solution containing 5 to 30% by weight of an electrolyte in an electrolysis tank using a group of electrodes disposed within the electrolysis tank, while maintaining a spacing of 3 to 10 mm between adjacent electrodes under conditions of a current density of 5 to 20 A/dm², a bath temperature of 20 to 70°C, and pH 14 or more (strongly alkaline) while applying vibration stirring, bringing the pressure of the resultant gas comprising hydrogen and oxygen to 0.1 to 0.5 MPa, and cooling the gas to −190 to −250°C to liquefy the gas. The liquid material is stored, is returned to room temperature, and is gasified to produce a regasified gas comprising hydrogen and oxygen.
FIG. 11
LIQUID MATERIAL COMPOSED OF HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN, REGASIFIED GAS COMPOSED OF HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN OBTAINED FROM THE LIQUID MATERIAL, MANUFACTURING METHOD AND DEVICE OF THE LIQUID MATERIAL AND REGASIFIED GAS, AND FUEL COMPOSED OF THE LIQUID MATERIAL AND/OR REGASIFIED GAS WHICH DOES NOT GENERATE CARBONIC ACID GAS

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a liquid material obtained from a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen obtained by electrolysis under vibratory agitation, a regasified gas composed of oxygen and hydrogen obtained from the liquid material, a manufacturing method and device thereof, and a fuel which is composed of the liquid material and/or regasified gas and does not generate a carbonic acid gas when burning.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] When water is electrolyzed, a hydrogen gas and an oxygen gas are respectively generated from a cathode and an anode. Nowadays, this is in the spotlight owing to arrival of hydrogen energy generation. However, a main trend in conventional methods is that a hydrogen gas is extracted and separated from an oxygen gas, and only the hydrogen gas is used while the oxygen gas is disposed of. This is because a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen gases explodes under a low atmospheric pressure of 2 to 3 atm. Usually, this mixture gas is called a detonating gas. Therefore, pressuring of a mixture gas of hydrogen and oxygen is prohibited under the Security Regulation for General High-Pressure Gas, Section 9 in Japan.

[0003] Conventionally, a mixture gas of hydrogen and oxygen is called Brown's gas. This technology relates to developments achieved by Dr. Yull Brown in Brown Energy System Technology PTY. LTD. in Australia. See PTL 1.

[0004] The Brown's gas is known to have a property of standing compression up to 5 kg/cm² and changes back to water when the gas is pressed much, as described in PTL 2, page 6, column 9, lines 5 to 8.

[0005] Meanwhile, the present inventor has proposed, in PTLs 3 to 5, techniques for manufacturing hydrogen and oxygen gases by using a vibratory agitation means. Regardless of containing only hydrogen and oxygen as components, a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen obtained according to any of these methods is incredibly far more stable compared with a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen which is obtained according to known conventional methods.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

Technical Problem

[0006] However, a range of use is greatly limited with only an embodiment of directly using a gas generated by using techniques disclosed in PTLs 3 to 5.

[0007] If a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen obtained by electrolyzing water under vibratory agitation is liquidized, stored, and further regasified again, use applications are enhanced limitlessly insofar as the regasified gas has the same physical properties and maintains a property of no explosion risk.

[0008] The present invention has a first object of providing a method and a device for manufacturing a liquid material, and of providing the liquid material itself, wherein the liquid material is composed of hydrogen and oxygen and obtained from a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen obtained by electrolyzing water under vibratory agitation, without losing peculiar properties to the gas, apart from conventional techniques of liquidizing hydrogen and oxygen separately.

[0009] The present invention has a second object of providing a method and a device for manufacturing a liquid material composed of hydrogen and oxygen without losing peculiar properties to a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen obtained by electrolyzing water under vibratory agitation, for storing the liquid material for a required time period in the state of liquid, and for regasifying the liquid material at a required time point, and of providing a regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen obtained by the method and device.

[0010] The present invention has a third object of providing a fuel which does not generate a carbonic acid gas at all when burning.

Solution to Problem

[0011] According to the present invention to achieve the aforementioned first object, there is provided a manufacturing method for manufacturing a liquid material composed of hydrogen and oxygen, wherein an electrolytic solution containing an electrolyte of 5 to 30 weight % is electrolyzed in an electrolytic bath by use of an electrode group provided at an interval of 3 to 10 mm in the electrolytic bath under conditions of an electric current density of 5 to 20 A/dm², a bath temperature of 20 to 70°C, and strong alkali, while subjecting the electrolytic solution to vibratory agitation, and a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen which is thereby generated is liquidized by cooling.

[0012] According to an aspect of the invention, when liquidizing the gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen, cooling is performed with the pressure of the gas set at 0.1 to 0.5 MPa. According to another aspect of the invention, when liquidizing the gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen, cooling to -190 to -250°C is performed. According to still another aspect of the invention, the condition of strong alkali described above corresponds to pH 14 or more.

[0013] Further, according to the present invention to achieve the aforementioned first object, there is provided a manufacturing device for manufacturing a liquid material composed of hydrogen and oxygen, the device being used for practicing or executing the above-mentioned method for manufacturing the liquid material, the device comprising:
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(A) an electrolytic bath;
(B) an electrode group provided at an interval of 3 to 10 mm in the electrolytic bath;
(C) a vibratory agitation unit for subjecting an electrolytic solution in the electrolytic bath to vibratory agitation;
(D) a collection unit for collecting a generated gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen; and
(E) a liquidizing unit for liquidizing the collected gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen by cooling.

[0014] According to an aspect of the liquid material composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to the present invention, which is manufactured by the above-mentioned manufacturing method for manufacturing the liquid material composed of hydrogen and oxygen, the hydrogen and oxygen exist as liquid materials under conditions of -190 to -250°C. and 3 to 300 kg/cm². In the present specification, MPa and kgf/cm² are used as units expressing pressure. However, these pressures are described supposing that 0.1 MPa is substantially equivalent to 1 kgf/cm².

[0015] Also, according to the present invention to achieve the aforementioned second object, there is provided a manufacturing method for manufacturing a regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen, wherein the liquid material composed of hydrogen and oxygen, which is manufactured by the above-mentioned manufacturing method for manufacturing the liquid material composed of hydrogen and oxygen, is stored and thereafter gasified.

[0016] According to an aspect of the invention, heating is performed when gasifying the liquid material composed of hydrogen and oxygen. According to another aspect of the invention, the temperature of the liquid material is returned to a normal temperature by the heating.

[0017] Further, according to the present invention to achieve the aforementioned second object, there is provided a manufacturing device for manufacturing a regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen, the device being used for practicing or executing the above-mentioned manufacturing method for manufacturing a regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen, the device comprising:

(A) an electrolytic bath;
(B) an electrode group provided at an interval of 3 to 10 mm in the electrolytic bath;
(C) a vibratory agitation unit for subjecting an electrolytic solution in the electrolytic bath to vibratory agitation;
(D) a collection unit for collecting a generated gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen;
(E) a liquidizing unit for liquidizing the collected gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen by cooling;
(F) a storage unit for storing a liquid material obtained by the liquidizing unit, and
(G) a regasifying unit for regasifying the liquid material.

[0018] According to an aspect of the regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to the present invention, which is manufactured by the above-mentioned manufacturing method for manufacturing the regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen, hydrogen and oxygen do not substantially react with each other under a pressure of 3 to 300 kg/cm² but exist stably in gas states in a metal container.

[0019] Also, according to the present invention to achieve the aforementioned third object, there is provided a fuel which is composed of the above-mentioned liquid material composed of hydrogen and oxygen and/or the above-mentioned regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen, and generates no carbonic acid gas at all while burning.

ADVANTAGEOUS EFFECTS OF INVENTION

[0020] According to the present invention, there are provided a method and a device for manufacturing a liquid material, and the liquid material itself, wherein the liquid material is composed of hydrogen and oxygen and obtained from a gas (initial gas) composed of hydrogen and oxygen obtained by electrolyzing water under vibratory agitation, without losing peculiar properties to the initial gas.

[0021] Also according to the present invention, there are provided a method and a device for storing the above-mentioned liquid material for a required time period in the state of liquid and regasifying the liquid material at a required time point, and there is also provided a regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen obtained by such method and device.

[0022] Further according to the present invention, there is provided a fuel which is composed of the above-mentioned liquid material composed of hydrogen and oxygen and/or the above-mentioned regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen and, generates no carbonic acid gas at all while burning.

[0023] The initial gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen, which is obtained by electrolysis of water under vibratory agitation, is liquidized to obtain a liquid material composed of hydrogen and oxygen. The liquid material is stored and is regasified to obtain a regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen. The regasified gas has the same physical properties as the initial gas, and has an extremely low explosion risk. Accordingly, the liquid material composed of hydrogen and oxygen and the regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to the present invention are applicable to an extremely wide range of use.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0024] FIG. 1 A schematic cross-sectional view of an electrolytic device including a vibratory agitation unit used in an example.

[0025] FIG. 2 A top view of the electrolytic device shown in FIG. 1.

[0026] FIG. 3 A cross-sectional view of a gas cylinder made of SUS304.

[0027] FIG. 4 A top view of the gas cylinder made of SUS304 shown in FIG. 3.

[0028] FIG. 5 A side view of the gas cylinder made of SUS304 shown in FIG. 3.

[0029] FIG. 6 A configuration diagram of a gas compression device.

[0030] FIG. 7 A configuration diagram of a combustion device used in the example.

[0031] FIG. 8 A view representing a state of a flame obtained by burning a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen, which is obtained by electrolysis under vibratory agitation.

[0032] FIG. 9 A view representing a melting state and a gasifying state of a tantalum plate caused by a flame obtained by burning a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen, which is obtained by electrolysis under vibratory agitation.

[0033] FIG. 10 A view representing a melting state and a gasifying state of a tantalum plate caused by a flame obtained by burning a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen, which is obtained by electrolysis under vibratory agitation.
[0034] FIG. 11 A view representing a melting state and a gasifying state of a tungsten rod caused by a flame obtained by burning a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen, which is obtained by electrolysis under vibratory agitation.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS


[0036] Practicable vibratory agitation conditions are conditions described in the foregoing PTLs.

[0037] The electrolysis is practicable under conditions described in the foregoing PTLs. Particularly in the present invention, an electrolytic solution containing an electrolyte of 5 to 30 weight % is employed, and a group of electrodes is located in the electrolytic bath at intervals of 3 to 10 mm. Applied conditions are a current density of 5 to 20 A/dm², a bath temperature of 20 to 70 °C, and strong alkali.

[0038] The electrolyte employed in the present invention is not particularly limited, and NaOH or KOH is usually employed. Water to dissolve such an electrolyte and prepare an electrolytic solution may be of any type, and ion-exchanged water or distilled water is usually employed. The concentration of the electrolyte in the electrolytic solution is not particularly limited but is generally 30 weight % or lower, preferably 25 weight % or lower, or most preferably 25 weight %. In the present invention, if the concentration of the electrolyte is less than 5 weight %, electric current flow decreases thereby increasing resistance, and electric current efficiency decreases thereby further causing increase in temperature. Consequently, decrease in generation amount of the initial gas further results. If the concentration of the electrolyte is far more than 30 weight %, the electrolyte is deposited on the electrode plate, and electrolysis efficiency decreases as a result.

[0039] In the present invention, if the current density is increased, electrolysis efficiency preferably increases in one aspect while the bath temperature simultaneously increases thereby adversely decreasing the generation amount of the initial gas. In the present invention, a range of 5 to 20 A/dm² has been found to be totally suitable from a large number of experimental results.

[0040] In the present invention, a range of 20 to 70 °C has been found to be suitable for the bath temperature in consideration of long time operation, a generation amount of the initial gas, electrolysis efficiency, etc., from a large number of experimental results.

[0041] The value of pH depends on the electrolyte used. A suitable pH value is correlated to electrolyte, electric current density, and bath temperature. Also in the present invention, the best efficiency has resulted under a condition of strong alkali gas preferably pH 14 or higher, as a result of repeatedly carried out experiments in various conditions concerning electrolyte, electric current density, bath temperature, etc.

[0042] Also in the present invention, electrodes constituting the electrode group are preferably maintained at a constant interval. This interval is 3 to 10 mm, preferably 3 to 5 mm. The number of electrodes constituting the electrode group is preferably between 4 and 1000.

[0043] The initial gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen which is generated as described above can be compressed to 3 to 300 kgf/cm². A storage device (tank or gas cylinder) can be downsized by highly compressing a pressure of the initial gas to 3 to 300 kgf/cm², and accordingly can be easily transported and mounted. The compression range of 3 to 300 kgf/cm² is suitable for practicing the initial gas. In the present invention, when liquidizing the initial gas, the pressure of the initial gas is set to 0.1 to 0.5 MPa (preferably 0.1 to 0.3 MPa), and the initial gas is cooled to ~190 to ~250 °C. That is, if an initial gas is stored under a higher pressure than this range, the pressure of the initial gas is decreased to 0.1 to 0.5 MPa, and cooling is then performed.

[0044] There may be used the same devices as described in the foregoing PTLs for (A) the electrolytic bath, (B) the electrode group provided at an interval of 3 to 10 mm in the electrolytic bath, (C) the vibratory agitation unit for subjecting an electrolytic solution in the electrolytic bath to vibratory agitation, and (D) the unit for collecting a generated gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen.

[0045] As (E) the unit for liquidizing the collected gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen by cooling, a combination of a compression device which will be described later and a cooling device wherein liquid helium is used as a coolant may be employed.

[0046] The initial gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen, which was obtained by electrolysis under vibratory agitation, was stored in a container made of stainless steel under pressure of 0.54 MPa, and was cooled to ~220 °C by liquid helium. Then, there occurred a greater pressure drop to ~0.03 MPa than a pressure drop caused by cooling. As can be understood from this simple test, a fact that a pressure drop occurred exceeding a volume reduction caused by cooling proves that the gas was safely liquidized. Therefore, the initial gas seems not to be a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen in molecular states like the Brown’s gas but can be considered to have caused any covalent bond of hydrogen and oxygen.

[0047] This fact complies with a phenomenon that the initial gas can be highly compressed to 20 to 30 MPa and no pressure drop occurred from compressed storage for six months using a gas cylinder made of stainless steel.

[0048] In the present invention, the liquid material composed of hydrogen and oxygen is stored for a desired period of time and then gasified (regasified) upon necessity, to obtain a regasified gas. When gasifying the liquid material, heating (including a natural temperature rise based on removal of a coolant) is performed, and preferably the temperature of the liquid material is returned to a normal temperature by heating.

[0049] There may be used the same devices as described above for the foregoing items (A) to (E) in the device used for practicing the method for manufacturing a regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen.

[0050] As (F) the storage unit for storing the liquid material obtained by the liquidizing unit, a metal container (a gas cylinder or a tank) made of stainless steel can be used. As (G) the regasifying unit of regasifying the liquid material, a discharge device such as a nozzle or a burner which discharges the liquid material into air can be used.
The present inventor asked Hokkaido University and Nagoya University to carry out ingredient analysis of the initial gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen. Hence, atomic hydrogen (H), oxygen (O), a hydroxyl group (OH), and deuterium (D) were confirmed to be mixed in the initial gas, in addition to a hydrogen gas (H\textsubscript{2}) and an oxygen gas (O\textsubscript{2}). Thus, “composed of hydrogen and oxygen” which qualifies the regasified gas or liquid material and the initial gas in the present specification and claims is intended to mean being composed of a material containing, as components, hydrogen atoms (including deuterium atoms, tritium atoms, etc.) and oxygen atoms.

The regasified gas according to an aspect of the present invention has the same composition as a hydrogen-oxygen mixture gas described in JP-A-2005-232512.

Why accessory ingredients other than hydrogen and oxygen gases are mixed in by only physical operation of vibratory agitation will now be considered below. A key to answer this question is to change, into nanobubbles, a gas generated by electrolysis under vibratory agitation at a normal temperature under a normal pressure. The change into nanobubbles is exactly what produces new chemical reactions beyond conventional science, which lead to generation of a nonexplosive covalent bond gas.

The gas is nonexplosive regardless of being composed of hydrogen and oxygen because gasses of the accessory ingredients are generated, well balanced as a natural process which accompanies no artificial compulsion. The gasses of the accessory ingredients function as a buffer which prevents explosion caused by reaction between hydrogen and oxygen.

Sizes of generated bubbles extremely differ between electrolysis under vibratory agitation according to the present invention and conventional electrolysis. In electrolysis according to a conventional method, bubbles formed by oxygen and hydrogen gases have sizes of 1 to 5 mm\textsuperscript{3} which are visible for naked eyes. In contrast, in electrolysis according to the present invention under vibratory agitation, bubbles have sizes of 5 to 700 nm which are invisible for naked eyes, e.g., 20 to 700 nm or 5 to 200 nm, and water becomes to a state in which the entire water seems to be “milky”.

For example, if a spark is created above an electrolytic solution being electrolyzed with use of an electrolytic bath having an opening of 1000 mm\texttimes2000 mm, hydrogen and oxygen gases explode when creating a spark in case of the conventional electrolysis. However, a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen, which is obtained by electrolysis under vibratory agitation according to the present invention, does not explode at all even if a spark is created.

When hydrogen obtained by the conventional electrolysis is stored in a metal gas cylinder (in place of a gas cylinder made of stainless steel used in examples, a metal gas cylinder made of steel, cast iron, or aluminum alloy may be used), the gas cylinder is embrittled by hydrogen or hydrogen escapes permeating through the metal gas cylinder. Therefore, long-term storage is impossible. However, a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen, which is obtained by electrolysis under vibratory agitation, can be compressed under a high pressure (e.g., the gas could be compressed to 200 kgf/cm\textsuperscript{2} (20 MPa) without causing explosion). Besides, there is an actual result that a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen, which was compressed and stored in a gas cylinder made of stainless steel under 10 MPa, did not cause hydrogen leakage at all even through long-term storage for six months but maintained initial pressure of 10 MPa.

According to conventional common sense, it is considered that, if a mixture gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen, which is obtained by electrolysis under vibratory agitation, is liquidized, features of this gas are lost and the gas changes to mere water as the Brown’s gas does.

However, the gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen, which is obtained by electrolysis under vibratory agitation, has been found to have a surprising property that, if the gas is liquidized by compression to 5 kgf/cm\textsuperscript{2} and cooling to −220° C. by using liquid helium, the gas does not return to mere water but a gas obtained by regasifying the liquid material returns to a gas (a regasified gas) having equivalent physical properties to the initial gas and exhibits the peculiar property again.

The Brown’s gas is known to explode due to molecular friction between hydrogen and oxygen gases when compressed to 0.2 MPa or more. However, as described above, the gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen, which is obtained by electrolysis under vibratory agitation, has a peculiar property that the gas can be stored stably for a long period of time in a highly compressed state of 20 to 30 MPa and causes no explosion. These wonderful properties are not lost even after the gas is liquidized and thereafter regasified. That is, in case of the regasified gas according to the present invention, hydrogen and oxygen gases do not substantially react under a pressure of 3 to 300 kgf/cm\textsuperscript{2} but these gases can exist stably in gas states in a container. Further, the liquid material according to the present invention can exist as a liquid under conditions of −190 to −250° C. and 3 to 300 kgf/cm\textsuperscript{2}.

In conventional rocket fuels, hydrogen and oxygen are compressed, liquidized, and stored in separate tanks, respectively, because of danger. Hydrogen and oxygen are jetted and mixed immediately before use. Nevertheless, explosions often occurred in fact. In the gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to the present invention, hydrogen and oxygen are not mixed in molecular states but exist stably in a certain connection state. Therefore, the gas can be repeatedly gasified and liquidized, can be handled far more safely than in the conventional combustion systems of jetting and mixing liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen, and further can be stored for a long period of time. Accordingly, application of the gas to a rocket fuel is available. In this manner, the gas can be expected to dramatically contribute to space engineering.

In addition, if the liquid material or regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to the present invention is burnt, no carbonic acid gas is generated at all. Therefore, the liquid material or regasified gas is ideal clean energy. Further, what is generated as a result of combustion is water, i.e., an indispensable material for human being is supplied by burning the liquid material or regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to the present invention.

A fuel formed of the liquid material or regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to the present invention is capable of burning an emulsion (a water content of 70%) with an oil including a great amount of water.

If the liquid material or regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to the present invention is used, tungsten can be gasified by heating for only one second or so. This suggests that the liquid material or regasified gas
composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to the present invention has extremely high energy.

[0065] Since the liquid material or regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to the present invention thus has extremely high energy, there is hidden potentiality that elemental transmutation can be caused by using the gas.

[0066] The device for manufacturing the liquid material or regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to the present invention need not be provided with a diaphragm between electrodes because the liquid material or regasified gas obtained has an extremely low explosion risk.

[0067] The liquid material or regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to the present invention is useful as a fuel for a fuel cell, and has resulted in electromotive force which is greater by 5 to 7% than in case of using pure hydrogen as a fuel.

[0068] In particular, the liquid material or regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to the present invention is useful as an energy source for gas electric power generator. For example, electric power was generated by supplying a portable gas electric power generator with a liquid material or regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to the present invention with the pressure of the material or gas adjusted to 0.2 MPa. An engine worked comfortably and could lighten an electric bulb of 100 W. Therefore, use as an energy source for a gas electric power generator is expected.

[0069] The liquid material or regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to the present invention in a highly compressed state can be directly used as a fuel for engines of vehicles and other machineries. As a result, reduction of CO₂ can be realized in a short period, and accordingly, prevention of global warming can be achieved instantaneous.

[0070] Further, the liquid material or regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to the present invention can be used as a new clean fuel for home use, which will take the place of city gas or propane gas. Realization thereof is expected to come in the near future.

Examples

[0071] Hereinafter, the present invention will be described below with reference to examples. However, the examples do not limit the present invention at all.

[0072] An electrolytic device (gas generation device) comprising a vibratory agitation unit represented in FIGS. 1 to 2 was used. This device is equivalent to commercial “Hydrogen/Oxygen Gas (OHMASA-GAS) Generation Device” (manufactured by JAPAN TECHNO CO., LTD.) which is a product name. In an electrolytic bath of this device, KOH aqueous solution containing KOH of 15 weight % at a normal temperature was prepared. In accordance with device specifications, electrolysis was performed while the vibratory agitation unit was driven to supply vibration of 35 to 50 Hz to vibration blades. As a result of vibratory agitation caused by the vibration blades, gases electrolytically generated on the electrode group (cell) constituted by plural electrodes opposed to each other were changed into as small bubbles as cannot be observed with eyes, i.e., bubbles of nano sizes. The bubbles were dispersed into the solution and then discharged to the upper space of the electrolytic bath. In order to allow a burning flame of a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen to be observable with eyes, a system was employed which burns the generated gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen after dipping the gas through an alcohol bath.

[0073] Reasons why the gas was dipped through the alcohol bath are to adjust a burning temperature and to put a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen in a state observable with eyes by dipping the gas through an alcohol bath because this gas is colorless and transparent and its flame which is not observable with eyes is dangerous if the gas is burnt. Therefore, no alcohol bath is required instead as no problem occurs if a combustion gas need not be observable with eyes.

[0074] The gas manufactured by a method as described above was subjected to a compression test, a leakage test, and a drop test as follows by an independent administrative agency BUILDING RESEARCH INSTITUTE.

<Compression Test>

[0075] A low pressure compression test was carried out in which a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen obtained by electrolysis of water under vibratory agitation was injected into a gas cylinder made of stainless steel (SUS304) represented in FIGS. 3 to 5 under a pressure of 3 to 20 kgf/cm² applied. No explosion occurred.

[0076] More specifically, the low pressure compression test was carried out in a manner as follows by using a device represented in FIG. 6. FIG. 6 represents a state before starting the low pressure compression test wherein states of valves were as follows:

Valve A: Close
Valve B: Close
Valve C: Open
Valve D: Open
Valve E: Close
Valve F: Open
Valve G: Open
Valve H: Close
Valve I: Open
Other valves: Close

[0077] After checking that the valves were put in the aforementioned states respectively, the low pressure compression test was carried out in an operation procedure as follows.

<Operation Procedure 1>

[0078] Open the valves B and E, close the valve F, open the valve H, and close the valve I. Next, connect a water tank pipe (denoted by a broken line) to a joint port to a generation device of a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen. Feed water to low and high pressure tanks by a low pressure booster pump, thereby to discharge air from both tanks. Close the valve B upon completion of the discharge.

<Operation Procedure 2>

[0080] Disconnect the water tank pipe (denoted by a broken line) connected, in accordance with the operation procedure 1, to the joint port to the generation device of the gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen. Connect thereto a gas pipe from the generation device of the gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen.

[0081] Close the valve C and open the valve A. Next, open the valve B to feed the gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen, and discharge water from the high and low pressure tanks. Close the valve A upon completion of the discharge of water, and inject the gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen.
into the tanks until the pressure of each tank reaches 0.2 MPa. Close the valve B upon completion of the injection.

[0091] A procedure for compression to a high pressure is as follows.

<Operation Procedure 3>

[0092] Open the valve C, and feed water to the low pressure tank by the low pressure booster pump to compress the gas in the tank to 1.8 MPa. Close the valves D and E upon completion of the compression.

<Operation Procedure 4>

[0093] Open the valve F, and feed water to a high pressure tank having a larger capacity by a high pressure booster pump, to compress the gas. Compress the inside of a high pressure tank having a smaller capacity to 10 MPa. Further, open the valves D and E to discharge water in the high pressure tank having a greater capacity to the low pressure tank, in order to attain compression to a high pressure of 2 to 20 MPa. Then, close the valves D and E upon completion of the discharge. Operation of this operation procedure 4 is repeated until a predetermined pressure is attained. In accordance with this procedure, a high pressure compression test at 20 to 200 kgf/cm² was carried out actually, and no explosion occurred.

[0094] From this experiment proved that a conventional mixture gas of hydrogen and oxygen explodes when the pressure reaches 3 kgf/cm² while a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen obtained by electrolysis of water under vibratory agitation does not explode.

<Leakage Test>

[0095] On Oct. 8, 2003, a “gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen obtained by electrolysis under vibratory agitation” was filled in a gas cylinder made of stainless steel (SUS304), with the gas compressed to a high pressure of 100 kgf/cm² and further cooled (to such a temperature that does not cause liquefying). The gas maintained in this state was stored for about half a year until Mar. 8, 2004. In this while, 100 kgf/cm² was kept pointed on a pressure meter gauge and never changed.

[0096] Screw parts of a pressure meter set on the gas cylinder were sealed with ordinary Teflon (registered trademark) member. It was confirmed that there was no gas leakage at all from those parts.

[0097] Compared with a usual case of pure hydrogen which easily causes leakage to decrease the pressure, a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen obtained by electrolysis under vibratory agitation is found to have an excellent storage property. This fact also suggests that hydrogen and oxygen are not independently in gas states but there is a possibility of existence of a new compound of hydrogen and oxygen.

<Drop Test>

[0098] A gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen was filled in the gas cylinder made of stainless steel under 1 MPa, and the gas cylinder was dropped from a position at a height of 5 m. No phenomenon like an explosion occurred.

[0099] A gas cylinder (3.8 l) made of stainless steel filled with a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen and compressed to 10 MPa was put on a car. The car was driven to go round at a circuit track several times in particular premises while applying the same vibration as on ordinary roads until the car reached a velocity of 200 km/hour. No trouble was found concerning the gas cylinder and the pressure of the filled gas.

<Combustion Test>

(1) Combustion Test on High Melting Point Metal:

[0100] FIGS. 9 to 11 represent burning states of metals having a high melting point. A device represented in FIG. 7 was used for the combustion test.

[0101] A photograph in FIG. 8 shows a state of flames of a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen obtained by electrolysis under vibratory agitation, and shows a sandwich structure in which a blue flame of hydrogen is sandwiched between red flames of oxygen. Flames involved no explosion and calmly showed a bluish white burning state.

[0102] FIG. 9 represents a case that a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen was burnt with a distance of about 10 mm maintained between a titanium (melting point: 1667°C) plate and a flame of the gas burning. The titanium plate was melted and gasified instantaneously.

[0103] FIG. 10 represents a case that a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen was burnt with a distance of about 10 mm maintained between a tantalum (melting point: 2980°C) plate and a flame of the gas burning. The tantalum plate was melted and gasified in two to three seconds.

[0104] FIG. 11 represents a case that a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen was burnt with a distance of about 10 mm maintained between a tungsten (melting point: 3830°C) rod and a flame of the gas burning. The tungsten rod was melted and gasified in two to three seconds.

[0105] Size of the plates and rod used in the test were as follows.

[0106] Titanium plate: 15 mm×150 mm×0.5 mm (t)
[0107] Tantalum plate: 15 mm×150 mm×1.0 mm (t)
[0108] Tungsten rod: 3.2 mm

These members were cut test pieces, and thicker plates can be cut into pieces by the flame of the gas burning in actuality.

[0109] A burning temperature of the conventional mixture gas of hydrogen and oxygen gases is regarded to be about 1200 to 2500°C though the burning temperature varies depending on a mixing ratio. At this burning temperature, tantalum or tungsten cannot be melted. In the above combustion test, the burning temperature was set to be higher by 1000 to 2000°C than that of the conventional mixture gas.

[0110] A burning temperature of this gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen obtained by electrolysis under vibratory agitation is as relatively low as about 600 to 700°C. As described above, the gas can exhibit high energy depending on target objects.

[0111] The gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen obtained by electrolysis under vibratory agitation according to the present invention burns without consuming oxygen in the atmospheric air. As a result, combustion heat generation at a discharge port of a burner was so small that the discharge port could be touched by hands without feeling hot just after the completion of the combustion test. This can be regarded to suggest that, in case of the gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen obtained by electrolysis under vibratory agitation, a
chemical reaction occurs from a mechanism different from a mechanism of the conventional combustion reaction of a heat generation type.

(2) Cost Comparison in a Steel Plate Fusion Cutting Test

[0112] For references, Table 1 presents a cost comparison between cases of cutting steel plates (12 mm) respectively by using a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen obtained by electrolysis under vibratory agitation, and an acetylene gas. The gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen obtained by electrolysis under vibratory agitation was found to result in cost reduction by half, compared with the case of using an acetylene gas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Manufacturing cost for gas consumed</th>
<th>Cost for oxygen used</th>
<th>Total cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acetylene gas</td>
<td>¥18.7</td>
<td>¥57.7</td>
<td>¥76.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen obtained by electrolysis under vibratory agitation</td>
<td>¥1.19</td>
<td>¥32.95</td>
<td>¥34.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0113] Concerning use of oxygen, oxygen in a commercially available oxygen gas cylinder was used when burning the acetylene gas. When burning a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen obtained by electrolysis under vibratory agitation, oxygen as a component of the gas was used.

[0114] In order to accurately specify components, developments in a dedicated analysis device had to be brought into view. As a temporary measure, as long as liquidizing could be realized at an ultralow temperature, there was a possibility of proving existence of new molecules. A special dedicated cooling device capable of cooling to −260°C was developed and manufactured, to liquidize the gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to the present invention.

[0115] This liquidizing device was designed to display and record a cooling temperature and a pressure of a gas on real time, and had noteworthy features that an inspection window of about 40 mm in diameter was provided at a lower part of the device, and that a transparent glass tube of about 15 mm in diameter was provided in the liquid set inside, so that a state of liquidizing start, conditions of a liquid, and color tones could be observed on real time with eyes through the inspection window from the outside of the device.

[0116] Observation with eyes was intended to prevent mistakes in data analysis dependent only on pressures and temperatures because of the new gas.

[0117] Next, a new dedicated liquidizing device was manufactured for the gas according to the present invention, and a preliminary liquidizing test was carried out for each of a single oxygen gas and a single hydrogen gas.

[1] LIQUIDIZING A SINGLE OXYGEN GAS

[0118] 1) Before flowing a pure oxygen gas into the device, the inside of the device was cooled to −150°C in advance. An oxygen gas was flowed into the cooled device under 0.2 MPa at a gas flow rate of 200 sec/min (standard cc/min). A liquidizing test of oxygen was carried out by decreasing the cooling temperature gradually in steps of 0.01°C.

2) Liquidizing started from −183°C. Exactly according to a theoretical value and could be observed with eyes from the inspection window. A liquid thereof looked transparently light blue.

3) As the temperature was further decreased, it was observed with eyes that crystal of liquid oxygen from near −225°C started depositing, and the entire liquid oxygen crystalized at about −230°C.

4) After confirming the above, the temperature was gradually increased to completely gasify oxygen.

[2] LIQUIDIZING A SINGLE HYDROGEN GAS

[0119] 1) As in the case of oxygen, the inside of the device was cooled to −240°C in advance. A hydrogen gas was subjected to a hydrogen liquidizing test under 0.2 MPa at a gas flow rate of 200 sec/min while decreasing the cooling temperature gradually in steps of 0.01°C. Then, liquidizing which started from about −252.5°C, exactly according to a theoretical value could be observed with eyes from the inspection window.

2) A color tone of the liquid looked colorless and transparent.

3) After decreasing the temperature to about −255°C, the temperature was increased gradually to gasify all hydrogen. A preliminary test was thus finished.


[0120] 1) As in the preliminary test, the inside of the device was cooled to −150°C in advance. A gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to the present invention was flowed into the device under 0.2 MPa at a gas flow rate of 200 sec/min while decreasing the temperature gradually in steps of 0.01°C. Then, liquidizing started from −178.89°C, and a “colorless transparent liquid” could be observed with eyes.

2) Although the temperature was gradually decreased, the liquid stayed as liquid and caused no deposition of crystal even at −225°C at which crystal of liquid oxygen starts depositing.

3) Further, the temperature was decreased to −255°C. However, the liquid yet stayed as liquid, and crystal was not observed at all.

4) Thereafter, the temperature was gradually increased to gasify the gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to the present invention, which was stored into the gas cylinder. The regasified gas was burnt, and a flame thereof was brought into contact with, for example, titanium metal. Then, the metal was observed to instantaneously sparkle and gasify.


[0121] 1) In order to clarify that the liquid material or gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to the present invention differs from a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen, a commercially available hydrogen gas and a commercially available oxygen gas were mixed up in a manner as described below, and were liquidized in a manner as described above. A liquidizing temperature thereof was measured, and a color of the liquidized material was observed. Proper setting of pressures is considered to principally contribute to safe completion of such a test. This fact was a discovery.
2) As in the preliminary test, the inside of the device was cooled to \(-150^\circ\text{C}\) in advance. Thereafter, a commercially available hydrogen gas and a commercially available oxygen gas were flowed into the device under 0.2 MPa at gas flow rates respectively adjusted to 200 sec/min for hydrogen and 100 sec/min for oxygen while decreasing the temperature gradually in steps of 0.01\(^\circ\text{C}\). Then, liquidizing started from \(-182.50^\circ\text{C}\), and a “liquid of light blue which is a color of liquid oxygen” could be observed with eyes.

3) Although the temperature was gradually decreased, the liquid stayed as liquid and caused no deposition of crystal even at \(-225^\circ\text{C}\) at which crystal of liquid oxygen starts depositing.

4) Further, the temperature was decreased to \(-250^\circ\text{C}\). However, the liquid yet stayed as liquid, and crystal was not observed at all.

5) From the above, as expected, the liquid material or gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to the present invention was proved to differ from a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen.

[0122] Liquidizing and regasifying are not limited to the gas generation unit described above but may be applied to a gas generated from any other gas generation unit.

[0123] The followings are features of the liquid material or gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to the present invention, which have been confirmed through the above experiments. It is worth notice that the existence of a new compound of hydrogen and oxygen is demonstrated.

a) A liquidizing temperature thereof is about \(-179^\circ\text{C}\), which is a “higher temperature” by about 4\(^\circ\text{C}\) than that of oxygen.

b) A liquid thereof has a “colorless transparent” color tone.

c) “No crystallization” occurs at a ultralow temperature of \(-255^\circ\text{C}\).

d) The liquid material composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to the present invention starts gasifying when the temperature increases to be higher than the liquidizing temperature. A regasified gas is considered to maintain substantially the same energy as before being gasified.

e) Conventionally, oxygen and hydrogen generated from electrolysis of water are considered to form a mixture gas thereof. However, the gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to the present invention is considered to be a compound forming a completely “new bond of oxygen and hydrogen” from the various tests described above.

1. A method for manufacturing a liquid material composed of hydrogen and oxygen, wherein an electrolytic solution containing an electrolyte of 5 to 30 weight \% is electrolyzed in an electrolytic bath by use of an electrode group provided at an interval of 3 to 10 mm in the electrolytic bath under conditions of an electric current density of 5 to 20 A/dm\(^2\), a bath temperature of 20 to 70\(^\circ\text{C}\), and strong alkali, while subjecting the electrolytic solution to vibratory agitation, and a gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen which is thereby generated is liquidized by cooling.

2. The method for manufacturing a liquid material composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to claim 1, wherein, when liquidizing the gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen, cooling is performed with the pressure of the gas set at 0.1 to 0.5 MPa.

3. The method for manufacturing a liquid material composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to claim 1, wherein, when liquidizing the gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen, cooling to \(-190\) to \(-250^\circ\text{C}\) is performed.

4. The method for manufacturing a liquid material composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to claim 1, wherein the condition of strong alkali corresponds to pH 14 or more.

5. A device for manufacturing a liquid material composed of hydrogen and oxygen, the device being used for practicing the method for manufacturing the liquid material according to claim 1, the device comprising:

   (A) an electrolytic bath;

   (B) an electrode group provided at an interval of 3 to 10 mm in the electrolytic bath;

   (C) a vibratory agitation unit for subjecting an electrolytic solution in the electrolytic bath to vibratory agitation;

   (D) a unit for collecting a generated gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen; and

   (E) a unit for liquidizing the collected gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen by cooling.

6. A liquid material composed of hydrogen and oxygen, which is manufactured by the method for manufacturing the liquid material composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to claim 1.

7. A liquid material composed of hydrogen and oxygen, wherein the hydrogen and oxygen exist as liquid materials under conditions of \(-190\) to \(-250^\circ\text{C}\) and 3 to 300 kgf/cm\(^2\).

8. A method for manufacturing a gasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen, wherein the liquid material composed of hydrogen and oxygen, which is manufactured by the method for manufacturing the liquid material composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to claim 1, is stored and thereafter gasified.

9. The method for manufacturing a gasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to claim 8, wherein heating is performed when gasifying the liquid material composed of hydrogen and oxygen.

10. The method for manufacturing a regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to claim 9, wherein the temperature of the liquid material is returned to a normal temperature by the heating.

11. A device for manufacturing a gasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen, the device being used for practicing the method for manufacturing the gasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to claim 8, the device comprising:

   (A) an electrolytic bath;

   (B) an electrode group provided at an interval of 3 to 10 mm in the electrolytic bath;

   (C) a vibratory agitation unit for subjecting an electrolytic solution in the electrolytic bath to vibratory agitation;

   (D) a unit for collecting a generated gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen;

   (E) a unit for liquidizing the collected gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen by cooling;

   (F) a unit for storing a liquid material obtained by the unit for liquidizing, and

   (G) a unit for regasifying the liquid material.
12. A regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen, which is manufactured by the method for manufacturing the regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to claim 8.

13. The regasified gas composed of hydrogen and oxygen according to claim 12, wherein hydrogen and oxygen do not substantially react with each other under a pressure of 3 to 500 kgf/cm² but exist stably in gas states in a metal container.

14. (canceled)

15. The fuel according to claim 6, wherein the fuel generates substantially no carbonic acid gas while burning.

16. The fuel according to claim 7, wherein the fuel generates substantially no carbonic acid gas while burning.

17. The fuel according to claim 12, wherein the fuel generates substantially no carbonic acid gas while burning.

* * * * *